CUSTOM MADE SOLUTIONS FOR INDUSTRY
- water treatment -

PACKAGE WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS

Aquafelix is the specialist of containerized water purification systems enabling a fast implementation and mobility for time and place restricted conditions. The ergonomic design with thermal insulation, air conditioning and industrial type floor covering ensures a user friendly operation even in geographical locations with severe climatic conditions. Other options such as additional access doors for operators are possible if required by customer.

PACKAGE WASTE WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS

Designed for biological treatment of residential waste water, Aquafelix package systems offers ease of installation with minimal costs for investment, operation and maintenance. Thanks to its pre-engineered modular concept ( extended aeration of activated sludge or moving bed bio reactor ), these systems are used for a wide range of capacities.

SYSTEMS PRE-INSTALLED ON SKID OR INSIDE CABINET

Aquafelix offers compact solutions for its customers by combining and pre-installing various system components ( pumps, filtration units, membrane and EDI modules, instrumentation, etc... ) on a robust skid or inside a cabinet. This enables a fast implementation of the system on site, but also a more professional concept according to international standards—especially for hydraulic conducts ( piping ) and electric connections ( cabling ) —